
Information does not equal knowledge. For
information to become knowledge, we need

to interpret and understand it. Visualization in gener-
al responds directly to this need. However, even after
producing a visual representation, we must address
issues involving exploration, navigation, and interpre-
tation of the data. This article addresses visual explo-
ration of 3D information layouts.

Several visual exploration tech-
niques have been proposed for 2D
information layouts. Many of these
try to take advantage of humans’
natural visual pattern-recognition
abilities to understand global rela-
tionships while simultaneously inte-
grating this knowledge with local
details. This desire for detail-in-
context views (also called fisheye,
multiscale, and distortion views)
has fueled considerable research in
the development of distortion view-
ing tools. Generally, these tools pro-
vide space for magnification of local
detail by compressing the rest of the

image. In considering a possible detail-in-context view
for 3D layouts, we first examine 2D distortion tech-
niques, bearing in mind the particular 3D problem of
occlusion.

While our technique can extend to any type of 3D
information display, here we focus on graphs. Most pre-
vious distortion viewing work dealt only with discrete
displays (principally graphs). Also, graphs are structures
well suited to information display. A graph can display
a set of objects or entities as nodes and relationships
between these entities as edges. This basic entity-
relationship structure parallels the basic subject-predi-
cate structure of language. It also arises in cognitive
science discussions about the distinction between
knowledge as declarative or procedural. The same struc-
ture has been suggested as forming the basis for the
mental models we use to store information internally.
Its prevalence across such a variety of areas concerned

with the way humans interact with knowledge or infor-
mation indicates that related tools and techniques may
eventually find quite diverse applications.

To preserve the representational power inherent in a
graph, a distortion-based navigational tool should not
disrupt certain properties or relationships in the graph.
For example, an entity’s spatial position and adjacency
relationships may each carry specific meaning. They
therefore should be minimally disturbed.

Partly because a graph’s structure does not limit the
size or complexity of the information it can represent,
problems arise, such as a disparity between the infor-
mation size and display size, and the number of infor-
mation variables compared to the availability and length
of display variables. Three-dimensional layouts offer the
possibility of some increase in functional display space
and an extra positional display variable.

Ware’s studies1 examined the amount of usable space
in a 3D graph display. Discounting the two naive
extremes of either an n-fold increase (3D = n3 space or
n × 2D space) or no increase from 2D space, since what
is really seen is a 2D projection of the 3D space, Ware’s
results indicate approximately a three-fold increase in
usable space in a 3D display. While encouraging because
it seems to indicate that we gain something from our
familiarity with 3D space, this result also shows that the
fact that we can only see the 2D projection imposes a
fundamental limitation. The amount of usable space
relates much more closely to the 2D size of n2 than to a
full 3D space.

The fundamental problem remains, just as in the real
world, that we cannot see through objects. Something
between us and what we want to see blocks our view.
While full rotation lets us view the 3D display from all
angles, it does not eliminate the fact—inherent to work-
ing with 3D information—that some data will be buried
within a structure, whether a solid model or a compli-
cated 3D graph layout. Rotational ability definitely
improves the situation and was tied closely to the three-
fold increase in functional space Ware noted.1

For discrete information displays, information densi-
ty can exacerbate occlusion. Given the considerable
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body of work addressing informa-
tion density in 2D displays, those
techniques might well apply to 3D
displays. Specifically, can we apply
distortion techniques to 3D in a
manner that deals with occlusion
and preserves context as in the 2D
applications?

We believe that studies support-
ing integrated detail-in-context
viewing in 2D displays extrapolate
to 3D. For instance, Furnas2 indicated that humans store
and recall information in great detail for areas of inter-
est and gradually decreasing detail for the related con-
text. This characteristic presumably applies for
information in general regardless of the type of display.
Certainly more general cognitive support for integrat-
ed displays—which permit use of our visual gestalt abil-
ities and minimize cognitive load—applies to our ability
to assimilate and interpret information, not to a partic-
ular style of display.

Information viewing and dimensionality
Researchers have used both filtering and distorting

approaches to create detail-in-context views. Spence and
Apperley3 introduced distortion viewing with the Bifocal
Display, and Furnas2 introduced filtering with Generalized
Fisheyes. Unlike filtering, most distortion techniques pre-
sent all aspects of the image even if very compressed.
Some techniques combine the two. For instance,
Continuous Zoom4 uses both filtering and distortion, and
Graphical Fisheye5 creates a graphic interpretation of
Furnas’s filtering method using compression as well as
removal. We will discuss primarily spatial reorganization
of an existing representation—thus, distortion.

One-, two-, and three-dimensional information rep-
resentations are common, and a collection of viewing
tools exists for each. A distortion can be applied along
the x, y, or z dimensions of the computer display or in a
combination thereof. Most current distortion techniques
use a 2D distortion applied to a 2D information layout.

However, the dimensionality of the information rep-
resentation and the dimensionality of the viewing tech-
nique do not have to match. Figure 1 shows a 3D
distortion applied to a 2D surface from 3-Dimensional
Pliable Surfaces (3DPS).6 The distortion relies on per-
spective projection to create its reorganized views. The

left and center images show the resulting projection.
The right image shows the 3D curve from the side. In
the leftmost image the distortion is applied along the x
axis and not the y axis. In the center image it is applied
in both the x and y directions.

Other examples of discrepancies between dimension-
ality of the representation and the distortion include
Bifocal Display3 (Figure 2, left image) and Perspective
Wall7 (Figure 2, center image). They apply, respectively, a
1D and a 3D distortion to a linear strip of information that
can be thought of as 1D or, since it has width, 2D.
Document Lens8 (Figure 2, right image) offers a single rec-
tangular focus through a 3D distortion of 2D text fields.

Viewing techniques for 3D data
Currently, the primary methods for accessing 3D

space either adjust the viewing angle (rotation) or the
viewing position (navigation). Combined, these two
would seem to allow all possible views. However, the
many problems identified include loss of context when
flying through, loss of orientation, and the ever-present
problem of occlusion. Nondistortion approaches to
accessing the internal details of 3D structures use cut-
ting planes, layer removal, and transparency. Cutting
planes and layer removal provide visual access but
remove context, while transparency requires some com-
promise between obtaining visibility and maintaining
context.

Previous 3D detail-in-context approaches include
Fairchild et al.’s Semnet9 and Mitra’s aircraft mainte-
nance approach.10 Semnet included three techniques.
One, which uses semantics for positioning, creates an
octree to display the focal region in full detail and more
remote regions in progressively larger sections. This
approach suffers from the sudden changes that occur
between boundaries of regions of differing scales. A sec-
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1  Distortion dimensionality show-
ing a 3D distortion applied to a 2D
surface. In projection 1D applied
along the x axis (left); in projection
2D applied in both x and y (center);
and side view of the 3D curve
(right).

2  Distortion
patterns found
in Bifocal
Display (left),
Perspective Wall
(center), and
Document Lens
(right).



ond approach, based on density, samples more fully
around the focus and less frequently as the distance from
the focus increases. This approach would increase the
congestion and therefore the occlusion problems in the
focal region. Third, Fairchild noted the implicit fisheye
provided by perspective in a 3D display. A natural single
focal point exists for the information in the foreground.

Mitra10 suggested using linear radial distortion with
interactive filters for aircraft maintenance diagrams—
3D exploded views of aircraft assembly parts. An
adjustable threshold produces a filtered view based on

the function of parts rather than proximity in the dia-
gram. The user could adjust the threshold level to cre-
ate views with more or less context. In this case
exploding and filtering the view does create the space
required to see into the structure, but doesn’t ensure an
unobstructed view. Moreover, progressive filtering
removes much of the context, and the overall structure
is not apparent in the overall exploded view.

While Fairchild and Mitra focused on providing detail-
in-context views, the viewing techniques for 3D data
largely concern various types of removal and filtering.
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This is probably because in a 3D data display some parts
of the display prevent you from seeing other parts—
confirming the importance of addressing occlusion.

Examining the distortion viewing techniques developed
for 2D data reveals possible extrapolations to 3D data.
Rather than critique each technique’s usefulness for 2D
data, we observe the visual results of spatial reorganiza-
tion patterns applied to 3D data.

Two-dimensional distortion patterns
Much of the considerable recent work on developing

viewing tools for 2D information displays has focused
on displaying sufficient detail within the global context.
This prompted a general notion of distortion viewing or
multiscale diagrams11 where different sections of the
information are displayed at different scales. These dif-
fering scales of magnified detail and compressed con-
text can be integrated through various distortion
functions.

Each approach produces characteristic distortion pat-
terns. We examine displacement separately from mag-
nification, one of several useful distinctions12 when
considering distortion viewing functions. The displace-
ment function adjusts the display to accommodate the
increased amount of space the magnified focus requires.
Viewing tools generally apply displacement and mag-
nification functions simultaneously. However, Leung
and Apperley13 introduced the possibility of a distinc-
tion between magnification and displacement. They dis-
cussed distortion viewing in terms of a transformation
or displacement function with a derivative magnifica-
tion function.

Since our purpose here is exploring what types of dis-
tortions might prove useful with 3D data, we examine
the 2D distortion functions from the perspective of the
resulting visual pattern. The top row in Figure 3 con-
tains a sample of these 2D distortion patterns illustrat-
ed on a simple 2D grid graph. While not exhaustive, this
set of techniques represents the types of distortion cur-
rently used in 2D. All four examples in row 1 show the
characteristic patterns created by a traditional applica-
tion of 2D distortion methods using displacement and
magnification simultaneously: stretch orthogonal, non-
linear orthogonal, nonlinear radial, and step orthogonal
techniques.

Many 2D techniques offer a choice of one or more of
these distinctions. For example, Multi-Viewpoint
Perspective,14 Catgraph,15 Rubber Sheet,16 and Shrimp17

all offer both orthogonal and radial approaches. As a
result some of these techniques will appear under more
than one of the following headings.

Stretch orthogonal
The first example (Figure 4 and row 1, column 1 in

Figure 3) shows a simple orthogonal stretch formed by
stretching all data on either of the two axes centered at
the focus and compressing the remaining areas uni-
formly. Bifocal Display by Spence and Apperley3 applied
this distortion in one dimension and thus introduced
the notion of distortion viewing to computational dis-
plays. They created a single-focus detail-in-context view
for a personal information space displayed in a long

strip. Leung extended this technique to use 2D stretch in
2D Bifocal Display.18

The image in Figure 3, row 1, column 1 shows a 2D
stretch with a single focal point. Subsequently, the
orthogonal approach in Rubber Sheet16 used this dis-
tortion to provide multiple focal points. The resulting
distorted image uses available screen space well but has
entire rows and columns of distorted data. In a multiple
foci situation these stretched rows and columns create
unrequested or “ghost” foci where they intersect.

Nonlinear orthogonal
The second example (Figure 5 and row 1, column 2

in Figure 3) shows a nonlinear orthogonal approach.
Here the focus is magnified to the requested amount,
and the magnification decreases according to some
function of the orthogonal distance from the focus. This
more gradual integration into the foci’s immediate sur-
roundings either limits the amount of magnification in
the focal region or causes more extreme compression at
the edges.
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4  Orthogonal
stretch applied
to a 2D grid
graph.

5  Nonlinear
orthogonal
distortion
applied to a 2D
grid graph.



Various mathematical functions have been used with
the nonlinear orthogonal approach, including arctan in
Catgraph15 and Multi-View Point Perspective,14 and the
hyperbola in Hyperbolic Space.19 This figure’s particular
pattern is based on the sine curve.

The nonlinear orthogonal technique supports smooth
integration of the focal area into its surrounding context.
One problem noted with this approach is that the com-
pression can become extreme at the edges if you allow
much magnification in the focal and adjacent regions.

Nonlinear radial
The third example (Figure 6 and row 1, column 3 in

Figure 3) is distinct from the first two because of the radi-
al application of the magnification and distortion func-
tions and because it is a constrained distortion. Note that
the nonlinear function provides an effect of relative adja-
cent magnification similar to the image in column 2.
However, the radial application causes adjacent edges to
curve away from the focus. As a result items directly above

and below or side by side shift slightly. This interferes with
the orthogonal relationships in the original grid.

Misue et al.20 asserted the importance of preserving
orthogonality, proximity, and topology in creating dis-
torted views that do not interfere with our mental map
of the original image. As the other columns of Figure 3
illustrate, orthogonal distortions certainly respect
orthogonality, but some have argued that radial distor-
tions best preserve proximity.12,17 This distortion pattern
is constrained because its effects diminish towards the
edge of the image. While the distortion in Figure 3, row
1, column 3 is minimally constrained, you can see that
the outer rows of the grid are hardly affected. Most radi-
al distortions suffer from extreme compression and dis-
tortion (the image having become virtually circular) at
the edges. Constrained distortions were introduced in
Pliable Surfaces6 and subsequently used in nonlinear
transformations.21

Creating a distorted view magnification in one place
occurs at the expense of compression in another.
Avoiding extreme compression at the edges of the image
by constraining the distortion does not avoid the com-
pression entirely. Pliable Surfaces6 provides user con-
trol of both the location and relative rate of compression.

Step orthogonal
The fourth example (Figure 7 and row 1, column 4 in

Figure 3) displays a step orthogonal approach. This per-
forms the same distortion as the space filling orthogo-
nal but leaves the data in the rows and columns aligned
with the focus unstretched. This basic approach creates
less data distortion but leaves more unused space. It also
causes a marked grouping of the data not related to the
information itself and could lead to misinterpretations.
The Zoom family of viewing techniques4,22 uses this
method, as does the more recent Shrimp Views.17

Introducing distortion viewing to 3D
Certain problems arise when applying 2D distortion

techniques to 3D displays. We intend to demonstrate the
distinctive patterns of different types of distortion and
show that while they offer considerable advantages in a
2D display, a naive application does little to improve access
in 3D. Figure 3 serves as our reference for this discussion.

Figure 3 is organized as a chart. The top row displays
four 2D distortion techniques, each used exclusively in
the column it heads. We chose to use 2D and 3D grid
graphs because these simple structures most clearly
reveal the underlying patterns of the distortion func-
tions. We chose a central focal point because we want
to explore revealing obscured foci.

Figure 3, row 2
The second row shows a direct naive extrapolation of

the 2D schemes to a 3D grid graph. Note that in the first
two columns the distortion pattern propagates straight
through to the surface. In fact, given focal points on the
surface of a 3D structure, we achieve the same benefits
that these distortion patterns obtain in 2D. This would
continue to apply to any chosen focus visible in the 2D
projection. However, simply applying these approach-
es to a 3D display does more to obscure a central focal
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7 Step orthog-
onal distortion
applied to 2D
grid graph.

6  Nonlinear
radial distortion
applied to a 2D
grid graph.



point than reveal it. In fact, the usual problem of some
objects occluding others in 3D layouts is exacerbated in
distortion approaches with space-filling aspects, notably
columns 1 and 2.

Applying the radial Gaussian function in 3D best pre-
serves the actual appearance of the 3D grid itself, as the
function only minimally extends to the edges. However,
the magnification/displacement appears as increased
congestion in the center.

The amount of displacement at the edges of the orthog-
onal step function (row 2, column 4) does provide a view
of the internal focal node. While this hints that displace-
ment by itself might be useful, the resulting view is not
entirely satisfactory—it still does not allow viewing from
all angles, and the artificial groupings are pronounced.

For distortion to help us fully examine the internal
aspects of 3D data, we need unrestricted visual access
to the chosen focus. Furthermore, if we expect to pro-
vide context, it would be preferable to avoid radically
reorganizing the data.

Figure 3, row 3
Following the insight provided by the naive applica-

tion, the third row presents the same set of functions,
revealing the displacement-only aspect on the 2D grid.
Note that the stretch and step orthogonal (columns 1
and 4) resolve into the same pattern.

Figure 3, row 4
Row 4 applies this displacement-only distortion to the

3D grid. Despite eliminating the obscuring magnifica-
tion, little improvement results from applying graduat-
ed and radial techniques (columns 2 and 3). Note that
while the orthogonal approaches had seemed a less effi-
cient use of space in two dimensions, in three dimensions
the separation provides partial visual access. However, it
creates artificial groupings that can still occlude the focus
during rotation. The partial solution provided by the dis-
placement-only patterns indicates the potential useful-
ness of using distortion to remove occluding objects.

Observations
At this point we have determined that a displacement-

only function might best provide visual access. However,

it appears that aligning this function with the data cre-
ates artificial groupings of apparent significance. Also,
limiting the spread of the distortion produces a much
more recognizable exterior, and the objects that con-
cern us lie only between the focus and the viewer.

On the other hand, it seems that the magnification
still aligns more appropriately with the data. For
instance, the choice between relative local magnifica-
tion or focal-only magnification depends on the task and
information.

These observations led us to apply two techniques
first developed in our 2D distortion method, 3DPS6—
viewer-aligned distortion and constrainable distortions.
In 2D we aligned focal regions with the viewer to keep
more than one in sight and prevent the focal regions
from occluding each other. In 3D we actually apply the
displacement distortion radially along the line of sight,
permitting interactive displacement of objects that
obstruct the view. In 2D we constrained the distortion to
maintain as much undisturbed context as possible and
to give the user interactive choices on the compression’s
location and pattern. Applying the constrained distor-
tion in 3D directly parallels this.

Visual access distortion
Visual access distortion23 is a viewer-aligned, radial-

ly constrained, reversible distortion that clears the line
of sight to chosen focal regions. We believe that effec-
tive 3D detail-in-context viewing requires

■ controlling the magnification of a chosen focus or foci
to display detail,

■ viewing the focus as a 3D object with the usual advan-
tage of rotation (examination from all angles),

■ maintaining a clear visual path between the user and
the focal point(s), and

■ maintaining the surrounding context in a manner
that respects the original layout.

Specifically, visual access distortion proceeds as fol-
lows. Select a focal point; in Figure 8 (left image) the
central point has been selected. Then let L be a line seg-
ment extending from the focus to the viewpoint (the
line of sight), indicated in the left image of Figure 8
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calculating the displacement (center), and displacing the occluding objects (right).



extending from the focus. The vector d is the shortest
vector from an object O in the display and a nearest point
P on the line L. In Figure 8 (left image) yellow arrows
reach from the focus and the line of sight to the adjacent
points. The vector d defines the direction of the distor-
tion at O, and its length |d| is used to determine the
magnitude M of the distortion.

To achieve smooth integration back into the original
data topology, use a Gaussian distribution to determine
the displacement’s magnitude. The profile of a Gaussian
function (Figure 8, center) shows how the |d| (indicat-
ed in yellow) is used to calculate magnitude M of the dis-
tortion (indicated in green). For a given value of |d| you
can determine the height of the Gaussian that gives the
magnitude M. Figure 8 (right image) shows (in green)
using the magnitude M along direction d to create the
displacement. You can control the shape of the Gaussian
function, and hence the distribution of the distortion,
simply by adjusting the height and standard deviation of
the curve. Since the viewing direction is along the line
of sight, the distortions will appear to the viewer as radi-

ally symmetrical about the focus, though moderated by
the effect of planar perspective projection.

The resulting distortion of the original data provides
a clear visual path from the viewer to the focal node. The
visibility of the focus persists under rotation of the data
or motion of the viewpoint, smoothly deflecting nodes
away from the line of sight as they approach it and
returning them to their original positions as they move
away (Figure 9). The creation of a clear visual path can
now be combined with one of the magnification distor-
tions described earlier to permit an unobstructed view
of the magnified focus.

Multiple foci
Visual access distortion scales well to multiple focal

points. Because each line of sight employs its own access
distortion function, you can combine more than one
focus in a single view.

In Figure 10 a simple average of the two functions at
each point produces clear lines of sight to the two foci.
The upper right focus is one layer deep into the 9 × 9 ×
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10 Even when the two foci are in line with the viewpoint, both remain visible because the distortion function from the furthest focus
affects all occluding objects, including other foci.

9 This series shows Gaussian visual access distortion applied progressively to the 3D grid.



9 cube. The lower left focus is eight
layers deep, but still visible. As with
a single focus, visual access persists
during rotation. Figure 10 rotates
the lattice (from left to right) until
both foci are in line, one above the
other, in the rightmost image.
Figure 10 proceeds to continue
rotating, but from top to bottom
instead of left to right. In the left
image the closer focal point comes
down between the user and the fur-
ther focal point. However, visual
access distortion merely considers it
another occluding object and shifts
it to one side. The three images in
Figure 10 show how close one focal
point can come to occluding anoth-
er as it crosses the line of sight.

Arbitrary graphs
While we chose simple grid

graphs to clearly reveal patterns in
the distortion techniques, their effectiveness is not lim-
ited to this type of 3D grid layout. Figure 11 shows a
polar graph layout that positions nodes by randomizing
the magnitude of both the radius and angles. This image
shows both access displacement and focal magnifica-
tion. The displacement function applied to the nodes
only can leave edges cutting across the focal node. In
Figure 11 visual access distortion applied along the
length of the edges curves them away from the line of
sight, leaving a clear view of the focus.

Figure 3, row 5
The fifth and final row of the visual comparison chart

(Figure 3) applies visual access distortion to the four 2D
approaches, in each case successfully exposing the focus
in context. Here the magnification component from
each column’s 2D distortion pattern is applied relative
to the data, resulting in a range of node shapes and sizes.
The displacement is then provided by visual access dis-
tortion applied relative to the viewer. Even in cases
where the magnification has completely occluded the
central focus node, applying the visual access distortion
clears a line of sight to the focus.

In row 5, columns 1 and 2, the space-filling orthogo-
nal approach and the graduated sine function had com-
pletely occluded the central focus node (see row 2,
columns 1 and 2), virtually creating a solid. Similarly,
with the radial Gaussian distortion (see row 2, column
3), the central focal node is practically obscured by its
neighbors, since they also are magnified, though to a
lesser degree. In all these cases visual access distortion
provides visibility of the central focus.

In the case of the orthogonal step function, if you don’t
apply the distortion’s displacement aspects, the artificial
clusters are not generated (compare row 2, column 4 to
row 5, column 4). The actual focus is magnified, while
the entire context remains undisturbed. Here, applying
visual access distortion achieves the desired focal visi-
bility while minimally disturbing context.

Discussion
Distinguishing between data or viewer relative mag-

nification or displacement patterns offers new flexibil-
ity in applying these techniques.

Browsing
In practice we most frequently use visual access dis-

tortion by itself—displacement only. If the focal node
requires magnification, we use a simple step function,
magnifying the chosen nodes only. By itself visual
access distortion allows in-context browsing of a 3D dis-
play. With magnification it provides detail-in-context
viewing.

A focal point can be either data objects or locations in
space. When the focal point is an object, we apply visu-
al access distortion from the viewpoint to the object’s
center. Browsing can involve sequential selection of
objects or nodes. Alternatively, a location in space can
set the end point of the line of sight cleared. The user
can interactively control this line-segment-of-sight, cre-
ating a dynamic probe that moves fluidly through the
space.

In browsing a 3D display, the user can select focal type
and position as well as which distortion method to use
for displacement, magnification, and access. During
visual exploration each item is shifted out of the line of
sight and then back into its original position. This
motion provides effective visual feedback about the con-
text and relative positions of the individual data items.

Other variations
Separating the magnification and displacement func-

tions opens up possibilities for many new distortion
viewing variations for 2D data as well. Figure 12 (next
page) shows a sampling. The displacement function in
the top row is nonlinear orthogonal, as in the second
column of Figure 3. In Figure 12 the top row left uses
radial Gaussian magnification, and the top row right
uses step magnification. In the second row of Figure 12
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from the focal
node.



both images use a nonlinear (sine) magnification curve:
radial Gaussian displacement on the left and orthogo-
nal displacement on the right. The bottom row shows
radial Gaussian magnification with orthogonal dis-
placement on the left and step magnification with radi-
al displacement on the right.

The last pattern (step-radial) in Figure 12 is currently
used as part of Shrimp Views.17 The others have not yet
been explored in actual applications. Using distinct func-
tions for magnification and distortion may improve find-
ing a good match between a distortion viewing approach
and the particular information and task at hand.

Conclusions
Future plans for visual access distortion include apply-

ing the ideas presented here to both general 3D graph
structures and to solid 3D data. We also intend to inves-
tigate the potential of perceptual cues (3D grids, color
and shading, stereo display) to reveal the nature of the
distortions when applied to more general data sets.

Presumably, the availability of this type of access will
allow fuller use of the third positional variable. While a

3D computational display will still resolve to its 2D pro-
jection when movement stops, being able to interactive-
ly shift objects to see behind them will make it possible
to plan spatial organization with more freedom. ■
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